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On the Hunt for that Perfect Cup of Coffee 

Let's face it - Washington, D.C. is a really exciting place to be. Each day is full of 

tempting opportunities to see, eat, or experience something new. The reality of being a 

WAIP fellow, however, is a substantial load of academic requirements to balance 

alongside that desire to make the most of a short semester here. With that in mind, 

'exploring local coffee shops' became a convenient excuse for me to continue my 

District adventures while I got some work done. 

First up is Busboys and Poets, a hybrid coffee shop, bar, lounge, and restaurant. I went 

to their U Street location (14th & V Streets NW) which was the first to open, but a 

handful of others are scattered across the city. The vibe was awesome - a great 

playlist of mostly 90's hip hop mixed with the conversations of a constant influx of 

new customers - but perhaps not the best for studying. I highly suggest checking it out 

for lunch with fellow WAIPers. 

Next up is Ebenezer's, a neat little spot that is conveniently located just a few blocks 

from our WISH housing (201 F St NE by Union Station). I have come here a number of 

times and it always has been the best for studying due to its calm atmosphere. All 

profits go towards community outreach projects which is a neat cause to support, and 

a basement area available during the day often turns into a small concert venue at 
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night, although I haven't attended a show.

Okay, so this last one may be cheating, but I'll include it nonetheless. Another option 

well within walking distance is Starbucks, situated on Pennsylvania Ave and 3rd St SE. 

A nice patio provides a great opportunity for people watching on a busy thoroughfare, 

and the familiar menu can be convenient when you aren't in the mood to try something 

new and just want to get some work done.

Until next time,

Max
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